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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the relationship
between vowel gestures and the spectral
output. Some sample model experiments
on gestures analysed from x-ray films are
presented, and examples are given of
phonological applications (the tense vs lax
contrast, Bulgarian vowel reduction, assi-
milations in Circassian).

l. GESTURE TO SPECTRUM
The single-cavity theory related timbre to
the size of the front cavity. One interpre-
tation (Roudet) claimed that compen-
sations, such as trading lip rounding and
tongue retraction, were unforcseeable and
that articulation was therefore irrelevant
[12]. On the other hand, Bell [1.73-74]
postulated that defined settings of tongue
height and retraction would yield predic-
table configurations and timbres. This
theory was only discarded once phone-
ticians had accepted at least two formants.
Paget [11, ch. 3-5] assigned them to the
throat and mouth cavities respectively,
and he also assumed there were other
cavities for additional resonances.
loos [6,57-59] pointed out that all reso-
nances are modes of oscillation of the
entire vocal tract and cannot be ascribed to
minor side chambers. A gesture contri-
butes to them all. Thus, there is no simple
causal relationship between height and
F1, or retraction and F2. The spectral
consequences of a gesture depend on how
it widens or narrows the vocal tract
locally with respect to the standing wave
of each resonance mode [3,4,5,9,15; see
also 2,10]. Seen from this vantage point,
Roudet's compensations and Bell's vowel
configurations do not work [13,19].
Following [3,4,5,9,15], we can get a
rough idea of the spectral consequences

of a gesture from how it shapes the vocal
tract locally in relation to the nodes and
antinodes of each resonance mode. My
own calculations on configurations from
several languages show that the nodes
and antinodes never wander very far from
the theoretical locations given in [3].The
relative sensitivity of each mode to the
gesture can be judged from the local dis-
tributions of kinetic and potential ener-
gies. Published energy data based on
Russian [4], French [8] and Arabic [16]
are very similar for similar vowels, and
thus mainly reflect universal acoustical
properties of the vocal tract rather than
language specific habits.
Published nomograms give the magnitude
of a formant shift that can be attributed to
a gesture, although the three-parameter
models [4,14] are difficult to understand
in gestural terms, as they are really
models of the area function, and not of
the manoeuvres that created it. Lindblom
and Sundberg [7] have done a similar
systematic mapping of the spectral conse-
quences of manipulating a simulated
vocal tract.
The alternative to reading nomograms is
to simulate the gesture on a vocal tract
profile and calculate the vocal tract reso-
nances for successive configurations.
This is the approach used for the model
experiments reported here, that were de-
signed to elucidate the spectral contri.
butions of vowel gestures analysed from
x-ray motion films of speech. The method
is outlined in [17].

2. VOWEL GESTURES
The gestures were analysed from x-ray
motion films by tracking articulator dis-
placement between successive picture
frames [l7,22]. The actual gestures were
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as follows. (1) Four tongue body man-
oeuvres (with respect to the mandible)
directed towards the hard palate, velum,
upper pharynx or lower pharynx [l6], (2)
mandibular depression, (3) lip rounding
with respect to the jaws, (4) tongue blade
elevation or depression with respect to the
tongue body, and (5) larynx depression.

3. MODEL EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Palatal vowels
The analysed x-ray profiles revealed a set
of [i-I]-like vowels with closer jaw
openings, typically 6-9 mm, and a more
open set of [e-el-like vowels, with jaw

openings 9-14 mm [18,21]. They are
further divided into tense [i-el-like (with a
bunched tongue posture) and lax [rel-like
(with a flatter tongue). An example of a
model experiment is given here in Fig. l.
The tongue was modified in 6 steps from
a bunched to a flatter posture, at two jaw
positions (8 and 14 m). At 8 mm, the
palatal passage ranged from 0.3 to 2 cm2
cross section, and at 14 mm from l to 3.2
cm2. This also reproduces the frequently
observed phonomenon that the tongue is
higher (the palatal passage is narrower)
for [9] than [I].
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Figure 1. Left: the 6 degrees of palatal tongue bunching (relative to the mandible) at
two typical jaw posrtions for [1-1] and [e-e]-like vowels; the profile illustrates the two
extreme postures at the closer jaw position; the same six postures were then repeated
at the more open posmon. Right: the resulting F1 and F2 frequencies at the 6 degrees
of palatal constriction and two jaw positions.
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Figure 2. The effect of tongue blade position on palatovelar [u] and [ml-like vowels
(close jaw opening),
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Other experiments [19] demonstrated the
role of larynx depression in rounded
palatal vowels and revealed some quantal
relationships between component gestures
and their spectral correlates. The experi-
ments reported in [18] successfully repro-
duced the variation observed in natural
speech, provided a precision of at least :1
mm was allowed for compensatory inter-
play between the tongue and mandible.

3.2 Palatovelar vowels
The [u-u] and [rrr]-like vowels also have a
close jaw opening ranging 6-9 mm. Lax
[0] has a less bunched tongue body (a
less constricted faucial passage and less
ATR), while the lips are less rounded and

rounded

the larynx less depressed [21].
The example in Fig. 2 illustrates the effect
of tongue blade depression on palatovelar
vowels. X-ray pictures usually show how
languages contrasting [u] and [y] have the
tongue blade tightly depressed in [u].
which increases the gravity of this vowel
(lower F2). The less grave English [u]
(higher F2) has traditionally been ascribed
to an advanced tongue body whereas it is
in fact due to tongue blade elevation.
Other experiments confirm that very effi-
cient restoration of lip rounding is needed
to compensate for mandibular variation in
[u]. A similar experiment for [o] is des-
cribed in the next section.
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Figure 3. The effect of varying the jaw opening from 8 to 16 mm in an [o]-like vowel,

both with labial compensation (the lip opening at 14 mm jaw opening was preserved,

while the jaw was stepped from 16 to 6 mm), and without labial compensation.

3.3. Pharyngovelar vowels
Pharyngovelar (uvular) [o-o] and [rd-like

vowels have an open jaw opening (9-14
mm). Lax [3] has less lip rounding, less
tongue blade depression, less ATR and
less larynx depression. The example in
Fig. 3 shows the success of perfect labial
compensation for mandibular variation.
Figure 3 also demonstrates that uncom-
pensated mandibular variation in [0] can
shift the spectrum towards an [u]-like
timbre (i.e. the close, rounded palatovelar
and close, rounded pharyngovelar config-
urations are spectrally ambiguous).

3.4. Low pharyngeal vowels
The low pharyngeal [d-ae]-like vowels are
usually produced with a jaw opening of

9-14 mm. The narrowed lower harynx is

widened from about 0.5 cm for [a],

through 1.5 cm2 for [a], to 2.5 cm2 for
[as]. Grave [a] is darkened to [D] by
adding lip rounding. The example at Fig.

4 illustrates the effect of varying the

degree of low pharyngeal constriction,

together with spread and rounded lips, all

at one 14 mm jaw opening.
An interesting finding in [23] was that the
"indeterminate" Bulgarian vowel lä/ has

an [a]—like low pharyngeal constriction

but a close jaw position. This is a

configuration that is precluded by the Bell

model (where the mandible is explicitly

disregarded and where vowels implicitly

cannot be both high and low ).
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Figure 4. The effect of varying the degree of low pharyngeal constriction from 0.7
cm2 to 2.6 cm2 cross section. and lip rounding, at one mandible posmon (14 mm).
The dashed areas are not generally relevant in speech.
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Figure 5. Simulation of vowel reduction in Bulgarian: (a) F1/F2 regressions for all
/a,e,o/ (stressed and unstressed), also showing coronal and velar allophones of lol,
(b) simulated mandible variation 16-6 mm for /o/ (G perfect lingual and labial
restoration, H no lingual or labial restoration, I tongue blade elevation), (c) simulated
spectral reductions.

4. APPLICATIONS
The simulation of vowel gestures in
model experiments is a useful tool for sol-
ving phonological problems. An example
is vowel reduction in Bulgarian [23],
where unstressed open le ‚a‚o/ merge with
the reflexes of close /i‚ä‚u/ (Fig. 5a). The
hypothesis was that this results from the

speaker omitting gestures that otherwise
ensure the spectral contrasts. Fig. 5b
illustrates the case of /o/. If lingual and
labial compensation are turned off in
unstressed syllables, and the jaw opening
weakened, the spectrum becomes ambi-
guously similar to that of [u] without the
tongue articulation having to be reorga-
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nised to palatovelar (cf. Fig. 3). The si-
mulations reproduced the observed re-
gressions (Fig. 5c). A further point is that
/o/ (stressed and unstressed) was brighter
(higher F2) after coronal consonants.
This was simulated by having the tongue
blade elevated (I in Fig. 5c).
The spectral ambiguity arising from some
configurations may also offer an expla-
nation for some anomalous vowel assimi-
lations in the Circassian language Kabar-
dian [20]. The close phoneme is [u] or
[ur]-like in pharyngovelar contexts, i.e.
they may well be pharyngovelar rather
than palatovelar. This mirrors the reduc-
tion of Bulgarian /o/. Close pharynge-
velar is one more configuration that is
alien to the Bell model. Finally, there is a
similar alternation m Kabardian between
[0] and [c1] in pharyngovelar environ-
ments that ostensibly seems to involve a
tongue shift in only the one case. An
alternative explanation is that rounded
pharyngovelars and rounded low pharyn-
geals can be spectrally ambiguous. This is
currently being investigated.
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